
Our company is hiring for a marketing senior specialist. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for marketing senior specialist

Manages Programs, Campaigns and Activities in the supporting systems, in
collaboration with the supporting Marketing Shared Services such as
Marketing Sciences and Digital
Works closely with Marketing Shared Services and other stakeholders
(functional & technical experts, local pre-sales, ) in order to maximize
efficiency of the marketing mix within programs and campaigns
Work under the direction of the Senior Marketing Manager to develop
targeted marketing plans with a coherent integration of marketing tactics,
digital channels, event and PR activities to achieve sales goals for the
Residential, Commercial, and Utility Energy sales teams
Manage the planning and execution of regional activities including lead
generation events & conferences and in-store customer engagement,
working closely with and coordinating field sales and marketing across the
Energy and Motors teams
Work with the Global Content team on consistent and effective messaging of
external documents and promotional materials to support our marketing
activities
Lead email marketing team to build solid methodology on email flow,
template, subject line and copy, for higher performance
Focus on email automation for efficiency and effectiveness
Develop and manage BioLife’s Social Media strategy, properties and

Example of Marketing Senior Specialist Job
Description
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Enhance the website content framework developing content which will assist
with specific KPIs, branding goals and customer experience
Advise on and create marketing automation, customer journeys/lead-focused
strategies and tactics to achieve content and campaign objectives

Qualifications for marketing senior specialist

Must be a self-starter that is detail oriented and must exhibit a commitment
to follow-through on all projects from conception to completion
Understands the DC Metro market and client base (Federal clients,
Corporate, and Industrial) with the ability to participate in strategy and
messaging to win and secure new business
Advanced graphics sensibility with strength in written and visual storytelling
to support messaging around people, projects, and design services
Knowledgeable about key design industry events and publications in order to
support communication planning and outreach efforts
Beginning to intermediate ability in Adobe Creative Suite 6/Creative Cloud
Bachelor’s degree in Communications, English, Journalism, Marketing, or
related field preferred


